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recounting her early life with enthralling observations and visceral storytelling. Her page-

turning memoir captures the feeling, seeking, and becoming of a young woman, and the 

journey of a soul traveling toward enlightenment. 

-- Amelia Marie Whalen, author, 

Love and Spiritual Discovery 

 

Could this be a current version of onderland? Come peek into 

o

what we see on a subconscious level, not just consciously. Baby Boomers especially, make 

sure your seat belt is fastened low and tight. 

--  Bobby Norfolk, author, Eye to the Sky: Storytelling on the Edge of Magic 

 

Rose Rosetree has given us a memoir to inspire spiritual seekers, yet you might also enjoy it 
just because this tale is so intensely human. Although the author describes a great deal of 
struggle and emotional pain (vis

compassionate sense of humor and, beneath that, a sense of forgiveness that just might 
ennoble you. So rare, that alone is one of many reasons to buy this book. 

 -- Rand Greenfield, author, 

Beyond 

hiny new objects. 

Thankfully, Rose Rosetree is out there with exceptional clarity, ready to offer her unique 

and effective systems for personal growth. Her memoir helps you understand why she was 

driven to make this kind of difference. Bigger than All the Night Sky is a spiritual jump-

starter that will inspire you to remember who you truly are. 

-- Lori S. Rubenstein, JD, PCC, author,  Forgiveness:  Heal Your Past and Find the Peace YOU 

Deserve 



 

Thanks to the vivid, heartfelt, present-tense writing in Rose R  Bigger than All the 

Night Sky, we can easily identify with her stories of awakening to the reality of each new 

now. This is a book for those of us who felt a bit different as we grew up and took in the 

world around us, only to discover later in life that we had a unique path for which we 

were being prepared.                           

-- Carol K. Walsh, author, Painting Life: My Creative Journey Through Trauma 

 

Treat yourself to this lively book if you have ever felt lost or wondered why you seem to have 
come into this world with an inexplicable ache. OR if you just want to hear an unskilled 

knowing, funny, beautiful, and wise. And most wonderful of all, it is full of love.  

-- Rebecca Barry, author of Recipes for a Beautiful Life:  A Memoir in Stories 

 

How amazing it is to be brought back more than 50 years to our joy and tribulations in the 
three years we spent together in a remarkable school! Recalling high school memories of our 
shared experience so accurately after all these years is fascinating, but even more so is seeing 

rtrait of her growth through the years to form the 
gifted person she is today. 

-- Roderick G. W. Chu, Chancellor Emeritus, Ohio Board of Regents 

 

Like Rose, I attended Brandeis in the 1960s. Like her, I studied with Maharishi during the 
early years of the TM movement. Which makes it all the more impressive to me how Rose 
has described all this so vividly, and with compelling clarity. Whatever your spiritual path, 
this is a memoir to inspire you in your search for truth. 

-- Jonathan Miller, author, My Journey in 1970 to Maharishi’s India 

 

This memoir, written by a world-renowned teacher of deeper perception, is uniquely 
 

-- Sue Batton Leonard, author, Gift of a Lifetime: Finding Fulfilling Things in the Unexpected, 

Sew the Heart and Lessons of Heart & Soul.  

 

 


